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Executive Summary
Preparations by financial institutions for the current expected credit loss (CECL) model are nowhere as 

frantic as were efforts to ensure the Y2K programming bug didn’t bring civilization to its knees. Nor are they 

as extensive as the planning for D-Day during World War II, even though it may seem like it. After all, most 

non-public business entities aren’t required to implement the new reporting until fiscal years that start after 

Dec. 15, 2020, so many institutions view the new accounting rule as less pressing as, for example, growth 

initiatives or other regulatory requirements.  

Nevertheless, institutions are heeding the advice of the FASB, which have directed banks to take advanced 

steps to ensure effective implementation of this major change in estimating losses. These steps begin with 

education and continue with evaluation of methodologies: 

“The new guidance aligns the accounting with the economics of lending by requiring banks and other 

lending institutions to immediately record the full amount of credit losses that are expected in their loan 

portfolios, providing investors with better information about those losses on a more timely basis.” 

--FASB Chair Russell G. Golden FASB Issues New Guidance on Accounting for Credit Losses

Institutions can take reasonable steps now so that they are prepared when regulators begin evaluating 

implementation efforts. This whitepaper outlines five practical steps that banks can take to prepare for 

CECL:

1. Coordinate with other departments

2. Understand loan level data collection requirements

3. Identify new procedures and changes to current procedures

4. Make a decision on building vs. buying a solution

5. Communicate with auditors and regulators

 

Figure 1. CECL timeline for non-SEC filing public business entities

http://www.fasb.org/cs/ContentServer?c=FASBContent_C&cid=1176168232900&d=&pagename=FASB%2FFASBContent_C%2FNewsPage
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Forming a CECL committee will jump-start the education process 
across the organization so that everyone from the board chairman 
to the IT worker understands the importance and implications of 
the new accounting standard areas. 

C E C L  C O M M I T T E E

B O A R D  O F 

D I R E C T O R S

A C C O U N T I N G 

&  F I N A N C E

I N F O R M AT I O N 

T E C H N O L O G Y

C R E D I T 

A N A LY S I S

I N T E R N A L 

A U D I T

R I S K 

M I T I G AT I O N

COORDINATE WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Many institutions already have formed a committee to 

oversee CECL planning and implementation, and that is 

a wise first step. Forming a CECL committee will jump-

start the education process across the organization so 

that everyone from the board chairman to the IT worker 

understands the importance and implications of the 

new accounting standard. This committee ensures that 

it is not just one department that is focused on CECL, 

even if the allowance is currently the responsibility 

of primarily one department (such as accounting or 

finance). CECL will require more involvement, input 

and decisioning from other areas of the organization, to 

varying degrees, so it is best to include those areas early 

on in the process. 

If a bank has not yet formed a committee to 

oversee CECL implementation, consider including 

representatives from the board of directors, accounting/

finance, information technology, credit analysis, 

internal audit and risk mitigation. Why is it important 

to include some of these areas? Some areas of the 

bank may already be performing tasks that will be 

useful for implementing CECL. For example, the credit 

department may be running and updating credit scores 

for your borrowers without the knowledge of finance, 

yet that data may be important for vintage techniques 

or migration techniques. The finance department 

or Treasury may be involved in the Asset Liability 

Management exercise, where prepayment is a focal 

point, and they may be already providing data to a 

third party that performs cash flow analytics. The risk 

department or someone with a solid understanding 

of control procedures and documentation should be 

involved to ensure the bank is considering control risk, 

operational risk and compliance risk.  

https://www.sageworks.com/blog/post/2017/09/13/the-first-step-in-a-practical-2017-2018-credit-union-action-plan-build-a-cecl-committee
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Finally, it is important to include these various areas 

because as auditors and examiners communicate 

expectations, the committee can ensure they are passed 

on throughout the organization.

A CECL committee should have clear objectives to 

ensure the bank is progressing toward implementation 

of the new standard. Regular meetings are also vital for 

checking in on progress of various departments involved. 

As banks develop their CECL committee and consider 

the various borrowers and their contributions, it can 

be helpful to provide a clear definition of what will 

be expected of each borrower and their respective 

department. One way to do this? For each objective of the 

committee, identify who is:

• Responsible - Who is doing the work or delegating 

the work? This can be multiple parties. 

• Accountable - Who is the one person accountable for 

completion or failure of accomplishing the objective, 

even if not the responsible party? This can be the 

same as the responsible party. 

• Consulted - Whose input is requested in making 

decisions related to the objective?

• Informed - Who needs to be kept abreast of the 

decisions/tasks related to this objective (e.g., board)? 

U N D E R S TA N D  L O A N  L E V E L  D ATA 
C O L L E C T I O N  R E Q U I R E M E N T S

Another step in an action plan to prepare for CECL 

involves making sure the bank is clear on what types 

of data will be needed, what systems will need to be in 

place and how much of that data needs to be collected 

and analyzed. Loan level information will be required in 

CECL, a big change for many banks, which currently may 

be only collecting data in pools. 

Interagency guidance on CECL issued Dec. 19, 2016, 

described requirements this way:

Specifically with regard to data, to implement 

CECL, an inst it ut ion should collect and maintain 

relevant data to support its est imates of lifet ime 

expected credit losses in a way that aligns with 

the method or methods it will use to est imate 

its allowances for credit losses. As such, the 

 

agencies encourage inst it ut ions to discuss the 

availabilit y of historical loss data internally and 

with their core loan service providers because 

system changes related to the collect ion and 

retent ion of data may be warranted. Depending 

on the est imat ion method or methods selected, 

inst it ut ions may need to capt ure addit ional data 

and retain data longer than they have in the past 

on loans that have been paid off or charged off 

to implement CECL.

With this in mind, three areas of bank data qualit y on 

which to focus are:

Adequacy 

The CECL guidance is intentionally non-prescriptive, 

meaning institutions will have some flexibility in 

deciding what methodology or methodologies work 

best for their portfolio or segments of their portfolio. 

However, to ensure flexibility in selecting appropriate 

methodologies, it is important for banks to capture a 

wide range of data points. Certain data points might be 

useful for utilizing one methodology but not another.  For 

example, individual loan origination amounts might be 

useful when applying vintage analysis, while individual 

loan risk classification would be needed for migration 

analysis. Some data points, such as individual loan 

charge-offs, individual loan recoveries and individual 

loan duration, could be used for multiple methodologies. 

If data is inadequate at present, identify a timeframe 

required for collecting sufficient data to be able to defend 

the election of a specific methodology.

Coherency 

It is possible the bank stores loan data in different places – 

mortgages in one system, auto loans in another, etc. What data 

has been tested or historically reconciled to make sure that 

inconsistencies across the systems do not cause problems? 

Assurance 

What controls are in place to ensure the data can 

be relied upon, is updated frequently enough to 

accommodate bank needs, and is secure? Data should be 

backed up frequently and have redundancy to minimize 

risk. While most institutions, when asked, say their data 

is in good shape for CECL, Sageworks routinely finds that 

https://www.sageworks.com/banking/resources/cecl-data-prep-guide/
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changes to data collection and storage are needed on a go-

forward basis. In order to have sufficient data to produce 

lifetime estimates under certain methodologies, more 

historical data will be needed, so the sooner the data is 

identified and collected, the more complete it will be. 

I D E N T I F Y  N E W  P R O C E D U R E S  A N D 
C H A N G E S  T O  C U R R E N T  P R O C E D U R E S

A third actionable step banks can take to prepare for 

CECL is to identify the new procedures in the ALLL 

process that will be required and identify any needed 

changes to current procedures. Some reasonable steps to 

take now include examining:

Historical loss rate calculations

Identifying the methodology options for your bank 

and its specific loan types will help clarify the needed 

data points and data history and will shed light on the 

material inputs and assumptions. 

Qualitative adjustments

As banks attempt to get to an appropriate level of reserve, 

they will begin to identify what qualitative adjustments 

to the historical loss calculations will be needed.

Documentation and reporting

Banks may end up with multiple methodologies (one for 

auto loans, for example, and another for 1-4 multifamily 

loans). As those become apparent, banks will consider 

what components and material inputs should be 

documented in order to be able to defend the calculation. 

This may result in putting systems in place to make that 

reporting more efficient.

Workflow changes

Understanding more about the bank’s historical loss 

calculations, qualitative adjustments and documentation/

reporting needs will prompt discussions about changes 

that might be needed to workflow.  

Additional department inputs 

These discussions will also help determine whether other 

departments already have some of the needed data or 

inputs in some form or whether remediation assistance 

from a third party may be needed.

As a bank identifies needed changes to procedures and 

new procedures, it will be gathering critical information 

 

that will help make another important decision: Whether 

to build its own models or buy a third-party solution. 

M A K E  T H E  B U I L D  V S .  B U Y  D E C I S I O N

The FASB’s ASU 326 provides the guidance by which 

the CECL methodology for estimating allowances for 

credit losses will be applied. As discussed earlier, the 

model will require more inputs, assumptions, analysis 

and documentation, making the option to automate and 

modernize the process significantly more attractive for 

many banks. If banks are considering software to comply 

with the regulations, they may choose to build their own 

software solution or work with a third-party vendor. In 

either case, banks have several considerations.

Data

Data is the foundation of historical loss experience 

calculations. Clarify what third-party providers offer 

as it relates to data archive, data architecture and 

data adequacy services and compare that to in-house 

capabilities. Consider costs for cleanup, archiving 

and assurance, and understand best practices and 

expectations for data remediation. Compare the degree of 

automation and flexibility available for each option.

Methodologies

Having options for electing various methodologies will 

provide flexibility in the future as data issues become 

apparent during execution. Consider the costs for 

developing and maintaining the options in-house vs. 

what methodology options are available from various 

third-party providers. How automated and flexible are 

the various options? What, specifically, is the process 

for calculating, evaluating and changing methodologies? 

Consider what advisory assistance and support is 

available for each of the methodologies.

Input selection

The expected life of each segment and/or prepayment 

behavior will need to be determined prior to performing 

any calculation. As such, institutions should have a clear 

understanding of responsibilities and costs specific to 

calculating and supporting material inputs. It is also 

important to understand the availability, expertise and 

costs/fee structure related to any training, advisory 

services, and technical support. Does the bank have those 

resources internally or will it need to add those?

https://www.sageworks.com/banking/resources/portfolio-risk-buyers-guide/
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Model Risk and Auditability

Documentation and support is an area that is often the 

most time-consuming exercise in today’s ALLL processes. 

The new standard will require more inputs, assumptions 

and analysis at the pool-level. Tracking, consolidating 

and displaying all information necessary to review, 

support and recalculate will be a critical function of any 

homegrown or vendor-based solution. Consider what 

level of transparency and auditability is offered by any 

third-party solution under consideration, and take into 

account costs associated with model risk and/or time 

spent preparing documentation and support.

C O M M U N I C AT E  W I T H  A U D I T O R S  A N D 
R E G U L AT O R S

A final step for banks to consider in implementing 

CECL is regular communication with auditors and 

regulators. The FASB has noted that while banks won’t 

be required to begin reporting under the new accounting 

standard until Dec. 31, 2021, it expects banks to take the 

necessary steps to ensure effective implementation, and 

the FASB has said it plans to begin evaluating banks’ 

implementation efforts sometime after 2018.

Banks can begin now to communicate with external 

auditors and supervisory agencies about how they plan 

to implement the new standard in a manner appropriate 

to their size, nature, scope and the risk of their lending 

and debt securities investment activities. They can 

communicate what they are doing to prepare data, 

select methodologies and support the reasonableness 

of accounting estimates. A CECL solution that provides 

documentation of methodology selection, data 

preparation and forecasting principles will make it easier 

to communicate various aspects of CECL implementation 

throughout the process.

 

C O N C L U S I O N

The deadline for banks to begin reporting credit losses 

under the new accounting standard may be years 

away, but the widespread changes that will be required 

for implementation make it crucial for banks to begin 

preparations now. Banks can take practical steps related to 

coordinating with other departments, understanding data 

collection requirements, identifying new and changed 

procedures, deciding whether to build a solution or buy 

one and communicating with auditors and regulators. 
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A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R 
 
 
 
 
 
Mary Ellen Biery is a research specialist at Sageworks, 

a financial information company, where she produces 

content for the company’s blogs and websites, as well 

as for other outlets. She is a veteran financial reporter 

whose work has appeared in The Wall Street Journal and 

on Dow Jones Newswires, CNBC.com, MarketWatch.com, 

Nasdaq.com and other sites.

Mary Ellen Biery 
Research Specialist

A B O U T  S A G E W O R K S

Sageworks (w w w.sageworks.com) is a financial 

information company working with financial 

institutions, accountants and private-company 

executives across North America to collect and interpret 

financial information. Thousands of bankers rely 

on Sageworks’ credit risk management solutions to 

streamline credit analysis, risk rating, portfolio stress 

test ing, loan administration and ALLL calculat ion. 

Sageworks is also an industry thought leader, regularly 

publishing whitepapers and hosting webinars on topics 

important to bankers.

Sageworks ALLL is the premiere automated solution 

for estimating a financial institution’s reserve. It helps 

bankers automate their ALLL process and increase 

consistency in their methodology, making it defensible 

to auditors and examiners. Sageworks’ risk management 

consultants also assist clients with the implementation 

of their ALLL models and guidance interpretation.  

To find out more, visit w w w.sagework.com. 

http://www.sageworks.com
https://www.sageworks.com/banking/resources/qualitative-factor-data
https://www.sageworks.com/banking/resources/qualitative-factor-data
https://www.sageworks.com/banking/alll
https://www.sageworks.com/banking/resources/whitepapers-articles/
https://www.sageworks.com/banking/alll
http://www.sagework.com

